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ORDER 
By the Commission: 
 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
 

On June 1, 2009, Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) filed with the 
Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”) its petition for approval of an 
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) Pilot Program and associated tariffs.  The 
Commission docketed this matter as  Docket No. 09-0263.  The AMI Pilot filing was 
accompanied by a petition for approval, verification of Ross C. Hemphill, ComEd 
Director – Regulatory Strategies & Services, and four attachments: (1) Draft ILL. C.C. 
No. 10 1st Revised Sheet No. 223 through 236 (Cancelling Original Sheet No. 223 
through 236) and Original Sheet No. 236.1; (2) Redline Draft ILL. C.C. No. 10 1st 
Revised Sheet No. 223 through 236 (Cancelling Original Sheet No. 223 through 236) 
and Original Sheet No. 236.1; (3) tariffs for proposed Rider AMP-CA; and (4) ComEd’s 
AMI Assessment Customer Applications Plan.   

Petitions to Intervene were filed on behalf of the People of the State of Illinois 
(the “Attorney General” or “AG”); Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”); Constellation 
NewEnergy, Inc. (“CNE”); MC Squared Energy Services, LLC (“MC2”); Local Union No. 
15, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO (“IBEW”);  Illinois Power 
Agency (“IPA”); AARP; Abbott Laboratories, Inc., Caterpillar, Inc., Enbridge Energy, 
LLP, ExxonMobil Power & Gas Services, and Thermal Chicago Corporation, as part of 
the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”); Chicago Transit Authority (“CTA”); 
Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Railroad Corporation d/b/a Metra (“Metra”); Illinois 
Competitive Energy Association (“ICEA”); and The Building Owners and Manager 
Association of Chicago (“BOMA”).  City of Chicago (“City”) and the City of Elgin (“Elgin”) 
filed appearances.  Collectively, all of the foregoing parties are the “Intervenors”.  

Pursuant to notice given in accordance with the law and the rules and regulations 
of the Commission, status hearings were held on June 23, 2009 and August 17, 2009, 
before a duly authorized Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) at the Commission’s offices 
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in Chicago, Illinois.  Evidentiary hearings were held on August 19 and 20, 2009.  The 
record was marked “Heard and Taken” on _________________. 

The following witnesses submitted testimony on behalf of ComEd: Ross C. 
Hemphill (ComEd Ex. 1.0 and ComEd Ex. 8.0); Michael J. Meehan (ComEd Ex. 2.0 and 
ComEd Ex. 12.0); Richard D. O’Toole (ComEd Ex. 3.0 and ComEd Ex. 13.0); James C. 
Eber (ComEd Ex. 4.0 and ComEd Ex. 11.0); Martin G. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 5.0 and 
15.0); David B. Doherty (ComEd Ex. 6.0 and 14.0); Val R. Jensen (ComEd Ex. 7.0 and 
ComEd Ex. 9.0); and Ahmad Faruqui (ComEd Ex. 10.0). 

The following witnesses filed testimony on behalf of Staff of the Illinois 
Commerce Commission (“Staff”): Eric P. Schlaf (Staff Ex. 1.0 and Staff Ex. 4.0); Dianna 
Hathhorn (Staff Ex. 2.0 and Staff Ex. 5.0); David Brightwell (Staff Ex. 3.0); and Peter 
Lazare (Staff Ex. 6.0). 

CUB submitted the Direct Testimony and Rebuttal Testimony of Christopher C. 
Thomas as CUB Ex. 1.0 and CUB Ex. 2.0, respectively.   

The City of Chicago filed the Direct Testimony of Antonia Ornelas as City Ex. 1.0. 

The AG offered the testimony of Michael L. Brosch (AG/AARP Ex. 1.0 Revised 
and AG/AARP Ex. 2.0 Revised) and Barbara R. Alexander (AG/AARP Ex. 2.0) 

The IIEC submitted the Direct Testimony of Robert R. Stephens as IIEC Ex. 1.0. 

Metra/CTA offered the Direct Testimony of James C. Bachman (Metra/CTA Joint 
Ex. 1.0). 

Elgin filed the Affidavit of City of Elgin Mayor Ed. Schock. 

Initial Briefs were filed on September 8, 2009 by ComEd, Staff, ______.  Also on 
September 8, 2009, Draft Proposed Orders were filed by ComEd, ______.  Reply Briefs 
were filed on September 15, 2009 by ComEd, Staff, _______. 

The ALJ’s Proposed Order was served on September 25, 2009.  Briefs on 
Exceptions were filed on October 2, 2009.  By agreement, ComEd, Staff, and 
Intervenors waived their right to file Reply Brief on Exceptions. 

Motions and Rulings 

On June 24, 2009, ComEd filed a Motion for Leave to File Supplement to Petition 
Instanter.  The AG filed a response to ComEd’s Motion on July 1, 2009.  On July 2, 
2009, the IIEC filed a motion for leave to file a pleading to join the AG’s response.  
ComEd filed a reply on July 7, 2009 in support of its Motion.  On July 10, in the Notice of 
Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling, the ALJ (1) granted IIEC’s motion for leave to file a 
pleading to join the AG’s response; and (2) granted ComEd’s motion seeking leave to 
file Supplement to its Petition.   
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On August 13, 2009, a motion to stay proceedings, or in the alternative, a motion 
to strike was filed by the AG, AARP, CTA, IIEC, and Metra.  ComEd filed its response 
on August 17, 2009.  At the status hearing held on August 17, 2009 at 11 am, the ALJ 
granted the motion in part, denying the motion to stay but striking those portions of 
ComEd’s petition that sought to revise Rider AMP to cover any projects federally funded 
under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“ARRA”) rather that just 
AMI-related technologies and applications, on the grounds that it exceeds the scope set 
out in the Commission’s Order in ICC Docket No. 07-0566.   

On August 17, 2009, the IIEC filed a motion to strike portions of ComEd Ex. 9.0 
and ComEd Ex. 9.1 in its entirety.  ComEd filed its response on August 20, 2009.  
During the evidentiary hearings held on August 20, 2009, the ALJ granted the IIEC 
motion in part, ComEd Ex. 9.1 was stricken in its entirety and ComEd Ex. 9.0 was 
stricken in part.  

On August 20, 2009 at the end of the evidentiary hearing, Metra, on the record, 
made a motion to reconsider admitting the testimony that related to the portions of the 
petition that had been stricken by the ALJ on August 13, 2009.  The AG, IIEC, and 
AARP joined Metra’s motion.  The ALJ granted Metra’s motion and portions of ComEd, 
Staff, and AG/AARP testimony were stricken. ComEd made an offer of proof with 
respect to the portions of the testimony and other exhibits relating to portion of the 
petition that had been stricken. 

On August 25, 2009, ComEd filed a petition for interlocutory review regarding the 
ALJ’s rulings striking portion’s of ComEd’s petition and testimony.  A response was filed 
by Staff and jointly by the AG, AARP, CTA, IIEC, and Metra.  The ALJ submitted her 
report to the Commission on September 2, 2009.  At its Bench Session held on 
September 10, 2009, the Commission denied ComEd’s petition for interlocutory review.  

 

I. AMI Pilot 

In its last general rate case, Docket No. 07-0566, ComEd proposed a rider that 
would act as a mechanism for recovery of the costs of system modernization projects 
between general rate cases.  In its Order in Docket No. 07-0566 (“07-0566 Order”), the 
Commission approved only a limited subset of that rider, renamed “Rider AMP – 
Advanced Metering Pilot” “for the very limited purpose of implementing Phase 0 – a 
scaled deployment of AMI – as a pilot program.”  07-0566 Order at 138.  Further, the 
Commission Order directed ComEd to engage in a Workshop process with interested 
stakeholders in order “to develop project goals, timelines, evaluation criteria and Phase 
0 technology selection criteria.”  Id. at 139.  The Commission also stated: 

Due to the fact that the exact scope of the [AMI Pilot] project will be 
defined in the AMI workshops, the Commission is not approving a 
recovery of specific costs in this Order for [the AMI Pilot]. In order to 
recover its costs through Rider [AMP], ComEd must file a request for 
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approval of the [AMI Pilot] project after completion of the workshop 
process.  In addition, the request will also require the Commission’s 
approval of the goals, timelines, evaluation criteria, etc., that were 
developed in the workshops.  At the time that ComEd requests approval of 
[AMI Pilot], the Commission will address the amortization period for the 
meters that will be retired.  

Based on the Commission’s directive, ComEd filed a petition seeking approval of 
its AMI Pilot and revisions to Rider AMP.  ComEd’s AMI Pilot is in two parts: the AMI 
Technology Pilot; and (2) the Customer Applications Plan.  The Commission will 
address each of these separately. 

A. AMI Technology Pilot 

I. Purpose / Goals of Pilot 

ComEd 

ComEd states that, in its final Order in Docket No. 07-0566 (07-0566 Order), the 
Commission approved a process under which ComEd was to implement an AMI pilot.  
Petition, p. 1.  ComEd adds that the Commission called on ComEd and interested 
stakeholders to engage in a workshop process “to develop project goals, timelines, 
evaluation criteria and [AMI Pilot Program] technology selection criteria.”  07-0566 
Order at 139.  Therefore, ComEd presented a business validation case for the AMI 
Pilot.  ComEd Ex. 3.0.   

ComEd witness Mr. Richard O’Toole states that the primary goal of the AMI Pilot 
is to install a sufficient quantity of meters to demonstrate and confirm the benefits and 
costs of AMI deployment throughout ComEd’s service territory.  ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 2-3.  
He explains that to justify such a deployment, ComEd will seek to confirm a number of 
benefits including, customer empowerment (addressed in the Customer Applications 
Section of this Order), operational savings, and societal impacts.  Id.  Operational 
savings can be divided into two categories: (1) Business Case Validation and (2) 
validation of Other Operational Benefits.  Id . Mr. O’Toole testifies that by Business 
Case Validation, ComEd is referring to the ability to quantify the costs of ComEd’s 
operations as well as AMI system costs and other costs resulting from the AMI Pilot, as 
well as quantifying the ability of AMI technology to moderate future growth in such 
costs, avoided energy purchases, AMI system costs and other costs incurred to achieve 
the benefits.  Id. at 3.  

Mr. O’Toole explains that ComEd expects to validate a number of potential 
Operating and Maintenance (“O&M”) expenses.  First, because ComEd would automate 
the meter reading process, ComEd expects to validate cost savings related to meter 
reading and clerical labor, supervision and management, benefits/pensions/incentives, 
vehicles and fuel, avoided fleet capital expenditures for replacement vehicles, office and 
reimbursed expenses, injuries and damages, training costs and recruitment test costs, 
materials, and overtime.  ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 3.  Second, ComEd would quantify cost 
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savings related to the remote disconnect switches in the AMI meters that would allow 
ComEd to better manage past due receivables and the associated reduction in bad debt 
expense, as well as in avoided interest charges due to increased timeliness of the 
collections.  Id.  Third, ComEd would quantify the call center cost savings relating to 
reduced call volumes resulting from more accurate meter reads, including fewer 
estimated bills, and the availability of more timely and more granular levels of usage 
information to customers on a self-service basis or through the call center 
representatives.  Id. at 4.  Fourth, ComEd will evaluate the increased accuracy and the 
improved meter reading quality impact on the reduction of corrected bills that need to be 
issued, both manually generated as well as those automatically generated by ComEd’s 
billing system.  Id.  Fifth, there may be a potential costs savings relating to meter 
operations including avoided labor costs of manual disconnect and reconnect of 
customers and field meter tests associated with high bill investigations.  Id.  Finally, 
there is a potential for cost savings associated with unnecessary trips to investigate 
non-storm outage calls that turn out to be false.  Id.   

As to avoided energy purchases, through the AMI Pilot, Mr. O’Toole testifies that 
ComEd expects to reduce its energy purchases as a result of reduced amounts of 
unbilled energy and unaccounted-for energy.  Id. at 4.  Mr. O’Toole explains that 
“unbilled energy” relates to the continued usage on a meter where a customer has 
terminated service but electricity is still flowing to the residence or business.  Id.  He 
adds that “unaccounted for energy” is associated with under-recording (i.e. slow) 
meters, stopped meters and tampered meters.  Id.  Because it is not economical to 
manually disconnect service to every customer who cancels his or her electric service 
with ComEd (leading to a significant amount of unbilled usage), Mr. O’Toole testifies 
that ComEd anticipates avoiding this usage by utilizing the remote disconnect switch to 
discontinue service on meters when a customer has terminated the account.  Id. at 5  
He adds that the automated communication features of the new AMI meters will detect 
meter tampering shortly after the fact.  This potentially will allow ComEd to identify the 
situation and remedy it more quickly, thereby avoiding the need to purchase more 
energy due to theft, the cost of which is borne to some extent by customers.  Id.  There 
also is a potential un-metered energy cost savings with respect to increases in billed 
energy usage due to the improved accuracy of solid-state meters (relative to the current 
electromechanical meters) and the elimination of stopped meters.  Id.   

As to AMI system costs, through the AMI Pilot, Mr. O’Toole explains that ComEd 
expects to validate the estimated one-time capital costs to deploy AMI throughout 
ComEd’s service territory.  ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 5.  With respect to other operational 
benefits, Mr. O’Toole states that this refers to the ability to assess the impact on the 
reliability of ComEd’s distribution system, such as outage assessments and transformer 
loadings; assessing the value of the AMI infrastructure to other Smart Grid applications; 
quantifying the impact on safety incidences and responsible vehicle accidents; and 
quantifying the reduction in CO2 emissions associated with fewer vehicle miles driven 
and avoided energy purchases.  Id. at 6-9.    

Finally, whether validating the Business Case or Other Operational Benefits, for 
each area identified, Mr. O’Toole, explains in detail, the identified evaluation metrics that 
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will be tracked during the duration of the AMI Pilot.  ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 9-14.  Further, 
this data will be analyzed to determine whether a particular cost experienced savings or 
particular system operation improved during the AMI Pilot.  Id. at 9.  ComEd will be 
working with the appropriate departments to set up processes to collect the data 
described below that will be in place by March 2010.  Id.   
Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

In response to the City of Chicago witness Ms. Ornelas’ recommendation that the 
results of the Pilot be “made publicly available and disseminated as widely as possible,” 
(City Ex. 1.0 at 3), Dr. Hemphill explains that the dissemination of public information is 
not a contested issue in this process.  With the limited exception of proprietary 
information (such as individual customer information, vendor pricing data, and 
intellectual property and trade secrets) that cannot be disseminated legally or 
consistently with good public policy, ComEd agrees and believes that the value of the 
Pilot can be enhanced by the dissemination and, ultimately, use of what we learn.  
ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 29.  That is one reason why ComEd’s proposed study design and 
evaluation process includes the production of detailed reports and a key reason why 
ComEd continues to conduct workshops and detailed stakeholder briefings even during 
the process of litigating this Docket.  Id. at 29. 
Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

With respect to the AMI Technology Pilot, ComEd has described its (1) Business 
Case Validation and (2) validation of Other Operational Benefits.  ComEd has also 
detailed the information that will be tracked to validate these costs and benefits.  
Therefore, the Commission adopts the ComEd proposed evaluation plan. 

In its 07-0566 Order, the Commission directed that at the conclusion of the AMI 
Pilot, a report be prepared assessing the results of the Pilot and that the report be made 
available to the Commission and the Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative.  The 
Commission directed that the AMI Pilot be one of the issues addressed in the Statewide 
Smart Grid Collaborative.  The Commission added that “the AMI Workshop cannot 
conclude until ComEd has prepared the [AMI Pilot] evaluation report and the AMI 
Workshop participants have had an opportunity to review the report.”  07-0566 Order at 
139.  Therefore, the Commission rejects the AG/AARP proposal seeking that ComEd’s 
evaluation report initiate a docketed proceeding in this matter.   

Finally, the Commission finds that the report to be prepared by ComEd be made 
publicly available with the limited exception of proprietary information, including but not 
limited to individual customer information, vendor pricing data, and intellectual property 
and trade secrets.   
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2. Technology 

ComEd 

ComEd states that the AMI network can be broken down into two parts: meters 
and Information Technology (“IT”).  ComEd witness Mr. David Doherty testifies that the 
proposed 141,000 AMI meters will include two-way communications with time-of-use 
measurement, support five minute interval data collection, support for outage 
management, tamper detection, and bi-directional metering.  Also, optional features 
(certain optional features may be standard with some offerings) would include the 
service or disconnect switch, Home Area Network (“HAN”) communications, voltage 
monitoring, support for water and gas metering, and remote configuration of all 
components (meters, communications, and HAN).  ComEd Ex. 6.0 at 3.  ComEd 
Witness Mr. Michael Meehan testifies that provided that the Commission approves the 
AMI Pilot, the meters will be deployed over seven months, November 2009 through May 
2010.  ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 16-17.  At its height, 42,000 meters a month will be deployed.  
Id.  

ComEd witness Mr. Meehan also testifies that in order to make full use of the 
AMI technology capabilities, ComEd will deploy a number of IT tools, including: the 
Head-end system, Customer Web Presentment, Meter Data Management System, Web 
Presentment, and Business Process Management Suite.  ComEd will integrate these 
new tools to its Asset Management System, Customer Information Management 
System, CEDAR, the Outage Management System, and Customer Data Warehouse.  
ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 12:-13.  Mr. Meehan explains that these IT tools are essential in order 
to capture AMI data automatically and deliver it to ComEd’s systems, to show 
customers their usage, to present data and workflows to employees, to track and 
manage assets, and to update ComEd backend systems.  Id.  The IT tools will be rolled 
out in a four-part process, with the first tool in place by November 30, 2009 and the last 
in place for the June 2010 billing period.  Id., 14-15.  
Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

ComEd states that in its 07-0566 Order, the Commission directed ComEd to 
engage in an AMI Workshop process in part to develop “[AMI Pilot] technology selection 
criteria”.  07-0566 Order at 139.  As a result, ComEd witness Mr. Doherty testifies that 
at the AMI Workshop, ComEd and the ICC-appointed workshop facilitator, R.W. Beck / 
Plexus Research, identified for Workshop participants which technologies and testing 
experiments are being conducted at other utilities as part of other AMI implementations.  
ComEd Ex. 14.0 at 2.  He states that the report and evaluation was thorough and 
thoughtful.  Workshop participants engaged in a discussion regarding the evaluation 
and, as a result, became particularly involved with the technology selection itself.  Id. at 
2.   
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Further, ComEd witness Dr. Hemphill testifies that ComEd’s Pilot does 
incorporate the knowledge and experience gained from other pilots.  ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 
21.  The Pilot was carefully designed over a period of months by a team that included 
not only ComEd personnel but national experts in the conduct and design of pilot 
programs.  Id.  That team includes ComEd witness Dr. Faruqui, who has been involved 
in the design of pilots around the world – including in California, Maryland, and 
Connecticut in the United States.  Moreover, the Pilot was the product of an extensive 
workshop process that has been praised by a wide variety of stakeholders and that 
addressed every significant feature of the Pilot’s design, including its scope, scale, and 
focus.  Id.  Finally, he adds that the Pilot takes full advantage of applicable knowledge 
and experience gained from other pilots and is designed to build on that knowledge.  Id.  
Dr. Hemphill also describes how ComEd’s Pilot is much more of a robust evaluation 
than the small scaled projects mentioned by the AG/AARP.  Id.   
Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

The Commission finds that the meter and IT technology chosen by ComEd is 
appropriate for the Pilot and should be approved.  We also reject AG/AARP witness Ms. 
Alexander’s proposal that we order, in this proceeding, a cataloging of the technologies 
studied and tests conducted elsewhere as it would be duplicative of the work completed 
by the AMI Workshop stakeholders.  While we understand her concern, the evidence 
demonstrates that her recommendation already has been completed by the AMI 
Workshop participants. 

3. Vendor Selected 

ComEd 

ComEd witness Mr. Doherty testifies that ComEd began its vendor selection 
during the AMI workshops in order to meet the goal of a pilot test by the Summer of 
2010.  At the December 2008 workshop, ComEd sought general stakeholder input 
about what an AMI Pilot should focus on from a customer perspective while sharing its 
initial views about what criteria it sought in the selection of the appropriate AMI 
technology.  ComEd Ex. 6.0 at 2.  Mr. Doherty states that in January 2009, in a two-
round process, ComEd circulated to, and received comments from, non-vendor and 
non-consultant Workshop stakeholders on a draft RFP.  This process provided valuable 
input and resulted in the issuance of an improved RFP in February 2009 to ten vendors 
with known AMI deployments.  Id. at 3.  In March 2009, ComEd received responses 
from eight of the ten vendors solicited.  Id. at 4. 

Mr. Doherty explains that ComEd conducted a review of the responses against 
certain defined “gates” and “hurdles” within certain criterion to eliminate any vendors 
whose bids did not meet these minimum requirements.  ComEd Ex. 6.0 at 4.  The 
criterion, which are ranked as to highest to lowest priority, included: (1) security; (2) 
capability; (3) flexibility and scalability; (4) network performance; (5) interoperability; (6) 
maturity; (7) obsolescence risk; (8) economic stimulus; and (9) demonstrated programs 
to protect the environment; and (10) support minority and women owned businesses.  
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Id. at 5-9.  Of the vendors that met this criteria, ComEd compiled a scorecard for each 
response based upon the relative weights or priorities that were assigned to each 
criterion.  Id. at 10.  As a result, three vendors were assessed as having passed the 
gate criteria.  Id. at 10.  At a March 2009 workshop, stakeholders reviewed ComEd’s 
gating assessments and confirmed that only three of the proposals should be 
considered further.  Id. at 10-11. 

In reviewing the three proposals, Mr. Doherty testifies that ComEd, with subject 
matter experts within ComEd and Exelon Business Services Company, evaluated the 
non-price criteria separately to facilitate a cost-benefit assessment in the ultimate 
decision.  ComEd Ex. 6.0 at 11.  Meetings were then held with each vendor to obtain 
necessary clarifications and scores were adjusted accordingly.  In addition, scoring was 
done several different ways as a way to further inform the process.  Id. at 11.  At an 
April 2009 Workshop, ComEd shared its scoring results, preserving vendor anonymity, 
with non-vendor and non-consultant stakeholders as well as “order of magnitude” 
pricing comparison.  Id. at 11.  Following price negotiations and due diligence inquiries, 
ComEd awarded the network contract to Silver Spring Networks.  Id. at 12.  Silver 
Spring Networks’ solution had many features that aligns very well with what ComEd 
intends to demonstrate as part of the AMI Pilot.  Id. at 12-13.  
Other Parties 

 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

The Commission approves the selection of Silver Spring Networks as the AMI 
network vendor.  Neither Staff nor any Intervenor objected to the selection Silver 
Springs Networks.  The evidence shows that the selection was appropriate. 

4. Number of Meters / Service Territory Footprint 

ComEd 

ComEd has proposed to deploy 141,000 AMI meters, which includes 100,500 
meters in the I-290 Corridor of its Maywood Operating Center; 30,000 meters in the City 
of Chicago1; 10,000 meters in the City of Elgin; and 500 meters in the Village of Tinley 
Park.  ComEd witness Mr. Michael Meehan testifies that it is necessary to include over 
100,000 meters in the AMI Pilot in order to conduct a reasonable evaluation of 
operational benefits and costs.  ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 5-6.   

                                                 
1   
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 I-290 Corridor 

The largest number, approximately 100,500 meters, will be deployed in the I-290 
Corridor of the Maywood Operating Center, which is composed of 9 towns, Bellwood, 
Berwyn, Broadview, Forest Park, Hillside, Maywood, Melrose Park, Oak Park and River 
Forest.  ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 6.  ComEd witness Mr. Meehan testifies that the I-290 
Corridor was chosen for several reasons.  First, by concentrating a majority of the AMI 
meters in one operating center, data will be provided from one contiguous footprint that 
maintains demographics and customer operations characteristics close to the ComEd 
System average while providing for some diversity from the average.  ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 
6-9.  Second, the AMI technologies are economically and operationally designed for 
ubiquitous deployment approaches.  Id.   

 City of Chicago 

ComEd proposes to include approximately 30,000 meters in a footprint in the City 
of Chicago that is the geographic work area roughly bounded by Chicago Avenue on 
the south, Pulaski Road on the west, Diversey Avenue on the north, Milwaukee Avenue 
on the northwest and Humboldt Boulevard/Sacramento Avenue on the east.  ComEd 
Ex. 1.0 at 15-16.  The inclusion of the City of Chicago footprint further diversifies the 
customers participating in the Pilot and as such is more representative of ComEd’s 
system.  ComEd. Ex. 4.0 at 15.  Further, ComEd witness Mr. Meehan notes that the 
meters deployed in the City of Chicago includes approximately 1,000 meters for 
customers in a small number of high-rise buildings and, potentially, other types of 
structures or environments that are not present in the I-290 Corridor.  He testifies that 
including these customers will allow ComEd to gather data relating to the complexities 
involved in the installation and operation of AMI technologies throughout these specific 
environments.  ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 10.   

 City of Elgin 

ComEd proposed to install up to 10,000 AMI meters in the City of Elgin, the 
municipality that won the relevant portion of ComEd’s Community Energy Challenge 
(“CEC”).  ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 16.  In order to stimulate interest in energy conserving 
activities and to engage communities in that regard, ComEd sponsored2 the CEC which 
challenged twelve communities in Northern Illinois to develop plans that increase 
energy efficiency in their government operations, local businesses and residences while 
achieving other community goals such as reducing greenhouse gases.  ComEd Ex. 7.0 
at 5-6.  As part of its plan, each community included a description of how it would use 
smart meters in its community to enhance overall performance of its plan.  Id. at 6.  
ComEd has proposed to include up to 10,000 AMI meters in the community that 
presented the best plan to use the meters.  After evaluating the submission, Elgin 
presented the best plan.  Id.   
                                                 

2 Together with the Metropolitan Mayors Caucus and the Illinois Department of 
Commerce and Economic Opportunity. 
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 Village of Tinley Park 

ComEd has proposed to install up to 500 meters in the Village of Tinley Park in 
order to evaluate the ability of the AMI meters and technologies to facilitate municipal 
water meter reading.  While this is not the primary goal of the pilot, the ability of the AMI 
infrastructure to do “double duty” was considered and discussed in the AMI workshops 
and is worthy of investigation.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 16. 
Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

 Total Number of Meters 

In response to an AG/AARP proposal that the Commission reduce the number of 
meters to be deployed in the AMI Pilot, ComEd witness Mr. O’Toole testifies that initially 
ComEd proposed that 200,000 meters be deployed in a single ComEd operating center.  
ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 1.  However, based on feedback from Workshop participants, 
ComEd evaluated each cost and benefit line item of the business case to determine 
how many meters (within a range) would be needed to produce sufficient data over the 
9-month operational period (April 2010 through Dec 2010) to support its projection over 
ComEd’s entire meter population.  Id. at 1-2.  For the I-290 Corridor, ComEd estimated 
the minimum number of meters necessary to validate the costs and benefits of the AMI 
business case.  The meters represent the minimum necessary to perform a reasonable 
analysis of a majority of the costs and benefits.  Id. at 1-2; ComEd Ex. 13.1; ComEd Ex. 
2.0 at 5 and 8. 

Furthermore, ComEd has already engaged in a small scale deployment of AMI 
meters.  In 2004, ComEd conducted an AMI experiment with less than 1,000 meters to 
evaluate the technology and operational characteristics.  While the technology 
evaluation was successful, due to deployment size, only limited information was 
extracted with regard to the operational impacts.  As a result, the data required to 
assess the operational benefits or costs of full deployment of AMI meters in ComEd’s 
entire service territory was not provided.  ComEd did not invest in the necessary IT 
integration to fully evaluate the robust functionality planned for the proposed 2010 AMI 
Pilot.  This particular pilot focused only on the value of the remote service switch; the 
meters were not read remotely for billing, nor were meter events such as tamper and 
theft evaluated.  Id., 3:61 – 4:69. 

The AMI Pilot was designed to allow ComEd to clearly describe not only 
operational characteristics but evaluate the full suite of benefits that customers may 
realize through a large AMI deployment.  The proposed AMI Pilot will allow ComEd to 
only directly realize a portion of the benefits that will translate in reduced costs and 
lower rates over time.  Customers, however, should directly receive the benefits of 
reduced energy losses, experience improvements in reliability, and be empowered with 
daily information to better manage their electric usage; not to mention a cleaner 
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environment if usage is curtailed as a result of the technology.  Doherty Reb., ComEd 
Ex. 14.0, 3:49-59.  

In its initial brief ComEd also argues, citing its testimony, if the number of meters 
are reduced, then any conclusions drawn from the Pilot would be nearly meaningless, 
the Pilot would no longer comply with the Commission’s 07-0566 Order, and it would be 
largely a waste of money.  It adds that a reduction in the scope of the Pilot would not 
only impair the robustness and representativeness of the data collected but would also 
compromise the ability to draw conclusions from the Pilot about a system-wide AMI 
deployment.  The Commission, in ordering the AMI workshops and approving an AMI 
Pilot concept, stated: 

While the Commission understands how the proposed Phase 0 will allow 
ComEd to quantify the costs of a full AMI deployment, the process by 
which ComEd quantifies the benefits remains unclear. The AMI 
Workshops, described below, shall fully investigate the measure of 
benefits from the utility side of the meter .…  Therefore, following the 
deployment of AMI and a period of analysis that is extensive enough to 
enable ComEd to evaluate Phase 0, ComEd is directed to prepare a 
report assessing the results of Phase 0. 

07-0566 Order at 139 (footnote omitted).  ComEd states it has demonstrated that the 
proposed the number of meters and the Pilot footprint is needed in order to provide 
such analysis.  ComEd also states that to reduce the number of meters that are 
deployed in the pilot would end up wasting ratepayer money as it would be duplicative 
of an experiment already performed by ComEd and would not achieve the goals set 
forth in the ICC’s 07-0566 Order.  Finally, ComEd adds that, in approving the Pilot, the 
Commission was clear with respect to the size of the deployment: “[AMI Pilot] would be 
limited to roughly 200,000 customers.”  07-0566 Order at 139.   

 City of Elgin 

ComEd states that it fully expects that Elgin's experience with the use of these 
meters, specifically in connection with its energy conservation plan, will provide valuable 
information on how other communities will be able to leverage the capabilities of AMI in 
connection with efforts to reduce their communities’ energy consumption.  ComEd Ex. 
9.0 at 2.  Further, ComEd witness Mr. Val Jensen notes that Elgin Mayor Schock noted: 
“[Elgin’s use of the smart meters] will also help give the city, other municipalities, and 
ComEd measurable information to use in designing and implementing a smart grid 
system.”  Schock Aff., Elgin Ex. 1.  Together with Elgin, ComEd expects to issue a 
report of the project’s lessons learned that will be made available to the Commission, 
other municipalities, the AMI Workshop, and Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative.  
ComEd Ex. 9.0 at 3.  
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Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

 Number of Meters 

AG/AARP argue that ComEd’s proposal should be only a small scale deployment 
of meters.  However, the Commission believes that now is the time for a rigorous pilot of 
AMI meters and associated technology.  The evidence shows that the 100,500 meters 
located in the I-290 corridor are an appropriate number to provide the data necessary to 
complete the analysis and business case validation of AMI.  Furthermore, ComEd 
already has engaged in a small scale deployment of AMI and while it was successful as 
a technical evaluation, it did not provide the information necessary to analyze other 
costs and operational benefits.  Also, including the deployment of 30,000 meters to the 
City of Chicago will further diversify the customers participating in the Pilot and will allow 
ComEd to gather data relating to the complexities involved in the installation and 
operation of AMI technologies throughout specific environments, such as high-rise 
buildings.   

 City of Elgin 

The Commission also agrees that is appropriate to deploy up to 10,000 meters in 
the City of Elgin.  We agree that Elgin's experience with the use of these meters, 
specifically in connection with its own municipal energy conservation plan, will provide 
valuable information on how other units of local governments and community-based 
organizations will be able to leverage the capabilities of AMI in connection with efforts to 
reduce their communities’ energy consumption.  Finally, the deployment of 
approximately 500 meters in the Village of Tinley Park is also appropriate in order to 
evaluate the ability of the AMI meters and technologies to facilitate municipal water 
meter reading.  It will demonstrate the ability of the AMI infrastructure to do “double 
duty” and is worthy of investigation. 

5. Consumer Protections 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

In response to CUB witness Mr. Thomas’ concerns regarding the installation of 
service switches in the AMI meters, ComEd witness Mr. Hemphill states that AMI 
technology and, in particular, remote switches have many benefits for customers.  
ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 36.  For example, this technology will allow ComEd to speed 
reconnections and reduce losses during move-ins and move-outs.  Id.  It will also 
reduce the cost and, in some cases, the danger of disconnection, when disconnection is 
warranted.  Id.  But, ComEd commits that it will not use this technology to disconnect 
customers where disconnection would not have been authorized or appropriate in the 
first place.  All policies, Commission regulations, and laws will be strictly followed.  
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ComEd witness Mr. Meehan also testifies that if during the pilot program, ComEd 
disconnects services at vacant premises and for non-payment of services using these 
switches, it will do so in accordance with Article VIII. of the Public Utilities Act (220 ILCS 
5/8-101 et seq) and the Commission’s rules (Title 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part 
280) just as it does today.  ComEd Ex. 12.0 at 3. 
Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

The Commission understands CUB’s concerns with respect to the service 
switches to be installed in the AMI meter.  ComEd has not, however, avoided 
addressing CUB’s concerns.  Both CUB and ComEd acknowledge that the new 
technical capabilities cannot and must not be used in contravention of any of the 
customer protections contained in the Public Utilities Act and the Commission Rules.  
The Commission also recognizes that this technology benefits customers by allowing 
ComEd to speed reconnections, to reduce losses during move-ins and move-outs, and 
to reduce the cost and, in some cases, the danger of disconnection, when 
disconnection is warranted. Therefore, the Commission finds that the installation of the 
service switches is appropriate and reminds ComEd that this capability must be used 
strictly in accordance with applicable rules. 

6. Outage Notification 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

ComEd witness Mr. Michael Meehan testifies concerned the ways that AMI and 
Smart Grid technologies can improve reliability and reduce the length of outages in 
several important ways.  ComEd Ex. 12.0 at 1.  Mr. Meehan agrees with Ms. Ornelas 
that outage notification is one important advantage that AMI systems can offer.  Id.  
However, he explains that automated outage notification is an advanced application of 
AMI and Smart Grid technologies that, while exciting, is currently not fully deployed 
anywhere in the United States.  Id.  Mr. Meehan concludes that what ComEd needs to 
do during the AMI Pilot is gather and study the data necessary to make a deployable 
system work.  Id. at 2.  In doing this ComEd intends to employ and/or seek partnerships 
with firms currently developing state-of-art real-time data systems management focused 
on outage notification and response to accomplish our long-term objectives under full 
deployment.  Id.  Rather than requiring such a system be fully functional during the Pilot 
itself, Mr. Meehan recommends that the Commission should continue to support the 
efforts of ComEd and municipalities including the City to pilot AMI technologies and 
work toward deployment of a functioning automated outage notification system in the 
next phase of ComEd’s AMI rollout.  Id.  Further, Mr. Meehan testifies that it is simply 
not feasible to dedicate employees to monitor raw data from the AMI meters and enter it 
into the outage management system as the City proposes.  Id.  However, Mr. Meehan 
states that based on data from the AMI meters, ComEd may be able to notify customers 
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that they do not have service either by phone, e-mail, or text message and ComEd may 
be able to more efficiently dispatch crews and restore service.  Id. at 3. 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

While ideally AMI, fully deployed, the Commission agrees that outage notification 
is one important advantage that AMI systems can offer.  However, the Commission 
finds that it is premature to deploy such an application when it has not yet been fully 
deployed anywhere in the United States.  Further, the data gathered from the Pilot may 
enable ComEd to dispatch crews more efficiently and restore service or notify 
customers that they do not have service by either phone, email, or text message. 

7. IBEW Issues 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

In its reply brief, ComEd points out that there is nothing in the record to suggest 
that AMI poses any sort of safety hazard, that ComEd proposes to eliminate no required 
inspections, and that no evidence supports IBEW’s specific requests to require ComEd 
to engage in premises visits by bargaining unit employees.  Specifically with respect to 
service disconnections, ComEd has committed for follow the requirements of the Public 
Utilities Act and the Commission’s rules.   

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

We find that there is nothing in the evidentiary record to support IBEW’s request 
that we mandate additional safety-related premises visits by bargaining unit employees.  
Our rules address meter inspection, testing, and replacement and ComEd does not 
suggest that its AMI program will deviate in any way from our rules.  There is no 
evidence that additional visits are required to assure public safety.  In addition, although 
AMI renders it technologically unnecessary for ComEd to make a premises visit in order 
to make a service disconnection, ComEd has stated that it will follow any an all legal 
and regulatory requirements.  IBEW’s requests that we impose requirements different 
from those already in place for other customers are denied. 

B. Customer Application Plan 

ComEd 

ComEd states that, early in the AMI workshop, process it became clear that 
stakeholders did not believe that a complete assessment of the benefits and costs of an 
AMI deployment could be considered without examining changes in customer behavior 
that could result from rates and technologies enabled by AMI systems. ComEd Ex. 4.0 
at 3-5.  ComEd claims that a key feature of an AMI deployment is that it provides 
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customers, as well as utilities, with much more granular energy use data on a more 
timely basis and that the data, when combined with pricing and technology options that 
enable customers to take advantage of it, can trigger changes in the level and shape of 
customer loads and in the cost of electricity they consume. As a result, ComEd has 
proposed an AMI pilot that includes a study of customer applications, which it claims will 
provide valuable information not only about operational costs and benefits of AMI 
technology, but also about how customers can use AMI technologies to conserve 
energy, save money, and benefit the environment. ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 25-26. 

ComEd states that the main purpose of its Customer Applications Plan (“CAP”) is 
to provide insights into customer behavior associated with utility demand response and 
energy efficiency programs. ComEd Ex. 10.0 at 2.  It claims that these insights can be 
used to inform the cost-benefit analysis of new technologies such as AMI, web-based 
informational feedback, in-home display devices (“IHDs”), programmable 
communicating thermostats, and new rate designs such as dynamic pricing and 
inclining (sometimes also called increasing) block rates. Id. at 2.  ComEd maintains that 
well-designed customer application pilots can yield valuable information and should be 
considered with other information when looking at whether or not to deploy AMI and 
associated technologies and rate designs. Id., 3:41-43.  As a result, ComEd proposes to 
conduct statistically valid studies of potential ways that customers can use advanced 
metering technologies and the data it provides, alone or together with alternative rate 
designs, to increase energy efficiency, improve demand response, and reduce energy 
costs. The proposed assessment covers 24 specific experimental combinations of rate 
designs, customer technology, information, and education being studied (referred to as 
“applications” or “treatments”). ComEd Ex. 4.0 at 8-9.  Each application is designed to 
test customer receptivity to a specific pricing, technology, and information package, as 
well as estimate the likely change in the electricity demand and energy consumption 
resulting from customer adoption. Id. at 11. 

ComEd argues that the final product resulting from this research will be valuable 
information about customer behavior enabled by the AMI technology. ComEd Ex. 4.0 at 
11-12.  The success of the AMI assessment will depend on whether it produces 
statistically significant findings regarding changes in the behavior of customers in the 
applications, both relative to other applications and relative to the control group. Id. 
Specifically, the purpose of the measurement and validation phase of the assessment is 
to quantify the extent to which customers change their electricity consumption patterns 
when they are exposed to different rate designs, provided with new information, and 
equipped with new technologies. Id. 

Under ComEd’s CAP, randomly selected and appropriately sized groups of 
customers will be assigned to each of the 24 applications. Except for two applications, 
which require participants not have AMI meters, all of the residential ComEd supply 
customers in the pilot footprint will be randomly assigned to one of the applications. 
Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 4.0, 12:209-212. A randomly selected subset of each group of 
those customers will be notified that they have been selected to participate in the 
program, given a description of the particular rate design and technology application to 
which they have been assigned, and provided the opportunity to “opt-out” of the 
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program. Id. at 12.  ComEd’s customer applications program also provides for if too 
many customers elect to opt-out of a particular application at that point (so as to leave a 
statistically insufficient number remaining). Id. at 12. Furthermore, depending on the 
level of participation in the program, a customer can receive a credit on their bill of 
either $15 or $50. Id. at 13. Finally, the program also honors a customer’s request to 
opt-out at any time. Id. at 14. 

The applications in the CAP contain a number of variables.  First, the AMI 
assessment will include both existing meters (serving as the control) and smart meters.  
ComEd Ex. 4.0 at 7.  

Second, the AMI pilot will investigate the effect of six different types of rate 
designs on customer performance – flat rate, increasing block rate, day-ahead real-time 
pricing, time of use pricing, critical peak pricing, and peak time rebate.  These rates, 
other than the flat rate and hourly real-time pricing (which ComEd is already using – i.e., 
Rate BES, Rate BES-H), reflect the current best practice concepts for rate designs that 
would likely nudge customer behavior. Id. at 16-20.   

Third, two of the variables relate to technology, namely, enabling technology 
type, and enabling technology acquisition. The AMI pilot will investigate the effect of four 
different types of enabling technology on customer performance. Three of the 
technology types focus on providing feedback to customers regarding their energy use. 
One of the devices provides remote control of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning 
systems by ComEd during critical peak periods. Also, not assessed in other AMI Pilots, 
ComEd’s Pilot will investigate the effect of two enabling technology acquisition 
scenarios, free and purchase. In most AMI pilots, customers receive device-based 
enabling technology for free, whether it is an IHD (numeric display or Energy Orb) or a 
PCT (web-based technologies are always offered for free). However, this does not 
reasonably anticipate what could be the case with a full scale roll-out of AMI technology 
as providing such technology for free to the millions of customers would be extremely 
expensive. 

Thus, testing the “purchase” scenario will provide valuable information to ComEd 
and the Commission that can be considered in connection with a full-scale deployment.  
ComEd Ex. 4.0 at 21-23. 

Fourth, the hold harmless variable will compare on an individual customer basis, 
the costs to the customer as billed according to the application rate to what the 
customer would have paid if billed according to the standard rate - Rate BES. For 
customers for whom the amount billed exceeds what they would have paid, ComEd will 
credit the difference to the customer.  ComEd will then measure the effect of this 
provision on key customer metrics, such as, performance, opt-out rate, and acceptance. 
ComEd Ex. 4.0 at 23.  

Fifth, the AMI program will investigate the effect education and communication 
(collectively called “customer education”) have on customer performance, another 
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important effect that has not been directly tested in previous AMI assessments. Id. at 
23-25. 

Finally, ComEd will measure customer experience with the processes and 
procedures for installing meters, signing up customers for online access to data, 
notifying customers of demand response period, etc.  Id. at 7. 

ComEd witness Mr. Val Jensen testifies that such an evaluation of customer 
applications does not exist for the Midwest.  ComEd Ex. 7.0 at 4.  He adds that the 
proposed assessment will establish Illinois as the leading state in developing a 
customer-centered research model of AMI and the Smart Grid deployment.  Id. at 4-5. 

In connection with the CAP, ComEd seeks Commission approval of is proposed 
Rider AMP-CA – Advanced Metering Program Customer Applications Experiment to 
implement the experimental rate designs to be studied during the AMI pilot. Rider AMP-
CA describes the customer selection and assignment process, consumer protections 
(including the right of customers to opt out and participation payments), the various 
customer applications (i.e., combinations of rate designs and AMI-related technologies) 
to be studied, and other terms and conditions. The rider details the terms and conditions 
of each of the rate designs that ComEd will study and specify the charges applicable to 
those rate designs, either as a stated dollar value or through a formula or process 
where dollar values cannot be determined in advance. The rider is expressly applicable 
only to customers participating in the study and will automatically “sunset” at the end of 
the pilot, with customers returning to the charges otherwise applicable under Rate BES 
unless they have chosen another available rate or elect to take service from a Retail 
Electric Supplier (“RES”). ComEd states that approving the rider will allow ComEd to 
study these rate designs without making any permanent or long-term change to 
ComEd’s rate design in advance of the study.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 31-32. 

1. Propriety of ComEd’s CAP 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

ComEd’s witness, Dr. Ahmad Faruqui takes issue with the assertion that the CAP 
would unnecessarily duplicate information already available from other pilots. Dr. 
Faruqui’s academic background is in economics with a heavy emphasis on 
econometrics and quantitative methods, and he claims three decades of experience in 
designing and evaluating pricing experiments. Dr. Faruqui maintains that it would not be 
possible for ComEd or the Commission to arrive at a definitive conclusion about the 
costs and benefits of a full scale AMI and customer application deployment in the 
absence of this pilot, in part because of the factors unique to ComEd and its service 
territory.  He points out that factors that vary across service areas include the socio-
demographic characteristics of customers, economic conditions, past and current rate 
history and climate and that each of these factors can make a significant difference in 
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the amount of demand response one is likely to observe at different price points in a 
specific service area.  He states that his conclusion, however, is also based on his 
understanding of the limitations of the pilots completed to date and the unique 
characteristics of the proposed ComEd investigation. He states that he is very familiar 
with the pilot programs conducted in other jurisdictions and that the CAP will answer 
important questions that remain unresolved based.  ComEd Ex. 10.0 at 4-5. 

Further, Dr. Faruqui points out that that AG/AARP offer no support for the 
assertion that critical-peak pricing rates are “potentially dangerous” and “will make 
essential electricity service more volatile and less stable for the average customer.”  Id. 
at 6-7. 

Similarly Dr. Faruqui takes issue with the claim that ComEd’s pilot should focus 
on high usage customers.  He points to results from California that show that low usage 
customers do respond to price signals and reduce usage.  Id. at 7-8. 

Finally, Dr. Faruqui disagrees with the claim that ComEd should not subsidize the 
cost of IHDs used by customers in the pilot.  He maintains that it would be impractical to 
require the customers to pay the full amount for the devices and would create a real risk 
of failure of the test if no customer chose to buy them at today’s new-technology rate.  
Id. at 8. 
Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

We agree with ComEd that AG/AARP’s fundamental objections to the CAP are 
without merit.  The evidence does not support them.  In particular, the interest 
expressed in the CAP by most parties and witnesses confirm the benefits of the Plan.  
And Dr. Faruqui’s credentials and extensive familiarity with the subject matter convince 
us that his assessment that the information sought by the CAP cannot reliably and 
accurately be obtained from other sources is correct.  We believe that the CAP is 
reasonably designed to gather information that will be valuable to the Commission and 
to other stakeholders about the potential benefits of AMI.  In addition, we agree with 
ComEd, CUB, Staff and others that dynamic pricing is worth studying as part of the AMI 
Pilot.  We find that the structure of the CAP and the specific combinations of technology, 
price, and information are worth testing and that a cross-section of all ComEd’s 
residential customers should be involved in the tests. In that way, the chances of 
obtaining the most potentially useful information may be obtained.  AG/AARP’s claims 
about the “dangers” of critical-peak pricing, the desirability of focusing only on high-
usage customers, and not funding IHD costs were not substantiated. To the contrary, 
these pricing programs hold out promise to benefit all customers, large and small, and 
to improve efficiency, demand response, and benefit the environment.  We, therefore, 
decline to accept AG/AARP’s requests to disapprove of or modify the CAP.   
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2. CAP Goals 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

With respect to CUB witness Mr. Thomas’ recommended one specific “goal” for 
the CAP, ComEd, responds that, while it did not directly list this as a specific “goal” of 
the CAP, it clearly intends to include these points in its discussions of the results of the 
experiment. ComEd argues that the Plan’s continual use of the terms to “customer 
centric”, “incentives”, and “customer satisfaction” is clearly evidence of that fact. ComEd 
states that it is continuing to meet with stakeholders about these issues – especially 
about issues related to messaging and customer satisfaction.  ComEd Ex. 11.0 at 3. 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

The Commission agrees with ComEd that CUB’s additional proposed goal is 
inherent in the structure of the CAP and formal action by the Commission on that point 
is not necessary. 

3. Wholesale Market Ties 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

ComEd agrees with CUB that AMI technology, even during the Pilot, will help 
participating customers better manage their energy use and energy costs, and that a full 
deployment of AMI and a well-designed customer applications suite holds great promise 
to alter customer demand and promote demand response as well as energy efficiency. 
ComEd states that the ultimate goal of this pilot, presumably shared by all parties, is to 
determine whether (and how) AMI metering can result in benefits to all electricity 
consumers. These benefits may result from providing more choices to individual 
consumers on how and when to consume electricity, which can provide opportunities for 
lowering individual bills. These benefits may also result from aggregate reductions in 
consumption, which may lower the cost of electricity for all consumers. ComEd 
maintains that the potential for these benefits will be evaluated as part of this pilot. Apart 
from the benefits to customers using AMI, pervasive demand response can affect the 
market as a whole. However, ComEd asserts that, the Pilot itself is far too small and 
temporary to have any discernable effect on the wholesale market in which ComEd’s 
energy supply prices are determined. ComEd states that, while it has worked, and will 
continue to work, with the IPA, CUB, and others to identify and take advantage of 
demand response and efficiency programs that AMI can facilitate, it emphasizes that 
taking advantage of these benefits does not require or entail a change in the 
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procurement process itself. When an effective demand response or efficiency program 
is put in place, the results are reflected in the load forecast for ComEd and any impact 
on market prices as a whole are reflected in the prices that the IPA and ComEd obtains 
in the market. ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 31-32. 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

We agree with the parties that the potential benefits of customer energy 
consumption practices affected by or even encouraged by interaction with AMI 
technology are significant and that, ultimately, those interactions will affect the 
wholesale market.  However, we agree with ComEd that considerations of whether the 
procurement process itself should be changed as a result of interactions which are still 
not being studied is both premature and well beyond the scope of this proceeding and 
what is being undertaken in an AMI Pilot. 

4. Continuation of Experimental Retail Rates After the Trial 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

ComEd disagrees with CUB’s proposal to extend the availability of the rate 
offerings in the customer applications study. ComEd states that the intent of the 
customer applications study is to explore consumer behavior and receptiveness to the 
combinations of technology and rate structures during a fixed period. Once the study is 
ended, there would be no ongoing research value derived from a continuation of the 
various rate offerings.  Moreover, ComEd points out that it would cost roughly $6 million 
to continue the experimental rate offerings to the 8,000 subject customers for an 
additional year – approximately $750 per customer per year and that such costs are not 
justified. ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 33. 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

At this point in time, CUB’s request is at best premature.  Moreover, although 
customer convenience may be a consideration, after the trial is over, without more, 
there would appear to be little justification to allow test participants to remain on a 
favorable rate (we assume that only those customers who viewed their rate to be 
favorable would opt to remain on that rate) that is not available to others, especially in 
light of the additional costs involved.  We expect, however, that at the conclusion of the 
trial, ComEd would engage in appropriate communications with customers to inform 
them of the trial’s end and what that would mean for their particular rates.  Moreover, 
based on the trial’s results, ComEd may seek to introduce one or more of the rate 
options or variants thereof as general offerings, which would, of course, be available to 
trial participants as well. 
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5. Increasing Block and Time of Use Rates 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

ComEd does not agree that IBR should be removed from the CAP. Since it may 
be an effective means of creating an incentive for customers to reduce peak 
consumption and may, to the customer, be seen as less complex than other real time 
rates.  Moreover, ComEd states that, during the workshop process, a number of parties 
also expressed interest in studying this rate design. In addition, ComEd claims that the 
specific concerns in Staff’s testimony are either based on a misunderstanding of the 
tariff or can be addressed by relatively modest revisions in the rate design.  Specifically, 
ComEd states that the concern that IBR can expose customers to high “tail block” 
charges ignores the fact that the AMI data will provide near real-time information and 
feedback to customers and will allow them to track their use and avoid, should they 
choose, using energy that would fall into the highest priced block. Customers’ 
willingness and propensity to avoid high use is a key factor in the success of this rate 
design, and the pilot will be an important test of customers’ ability and inclination to 
modify their behavior. Also, while individual, customer-specific rates may not be easily 
scalable to the entire service territory, the results remain valid when contemplating an 
IBR for future applicability.  ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 25-26. 

However, ComEd agrees with Dr. Brightwell that it would be appropriate to 
weather normalize the baseline data obtained from customers from 2009. In fact, the 
extremely cool 2009 summer year is a good example of the need to do this. If there was 
normal weather in 2010, virtually all customers’ usage would be much higher than their 
baselines. This would not only increase customers’ costs, but would confound the study 
as it would be very difficult for customers to take advantage of the opportunity to 
decrease overall usage while tracking online with the daily data. To accomplish this 
adjustment, ComEd proposes to add the term “weather adjusted” to three places in 
Rider AMP-CA. Id. at 27. 

In addition, ComEd agrees that the proposed IBR rate design could be made 
even more revenue neutral. As originally written, a customer using more than his/her 
baseline amount will experience a price per kWh, which is twice what it would be on the 
applicable flat rate. ComEd proposes to resolve this problem by adding an additional 
block at the weather adjusted baseline value which changes the applicable rate to the 
same value as the applicable flat rate (as used in the second block). Id. at 27. 

ComEd provided required tariff language revisions, which are on pages X+9 and 
X+10 of proposed Rider AMP-CA, in legislative form, as ComEd Ex. 8.3.   

With respect to Staff recommendation that ComEd’s rebuttal testimony define the 
time ranges and prices to be used in its proposed time of use rates, ComEd testifies 
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that the PJM pricing data needed to determine these prices will not be available until 
early October. ComEd Ex. 11.0 at 2.  
Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

We agree with ComEd that IBR is an important rate option to test and that it 
would be presumptive to dismiss it without even looking at it in the context of the CAP.  
We believe that ComEd’s proposed revisions to its proposed AMP-CA address the 
weather normalization concerns and are accepted. 

With respect to ComEd’s proposed time of use rates, we require ComEd to work 
with Staff when the PJM data becomes available to make sure the rate is properly 
designed. 

6. IDC Issues 

ComEd 

In connection with its CAP, ComEd has requested a ruling with respect to the 
Commission’s Integrated Distribution Company (“IDC”) rules.  Specifically, ComEd 
requests that the Commission’s Order make clear that actions taken by ComEd to solicit 
and retain the participation of ComEd supply customers in the pilot, to communicate 
with customers regarding service under Rider AMP-CA and its experimental rate 
designs, and to provide information to retail customers in connection with the pilot do 
not violate the Commission’s IDC rules. ComEd requests that this finding apply only to 
the pilot and only during the period that pilot activities are underway. ComEd is 
committed to full and complete IDC compliance and any uncertainty concerning what is 
required for ComEd to comply should be removed.  ComEd Ex. 1 at 44-45. 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

ComEd, in response to Staff witness Dr. Schlaf’s recommendation, continues to 
believe that amendment of its plan is unnecessary. It says that it has sought a limited 
IDC waiver and there is no requirement that such waivers be reflected in its 
implementation plan. However, ComEd states that also sees no harm in doing so, 
provided that the Commission’s order in this docket makes it clear that the amendment 
is also approved and that ComEd does not need to initiate an additional proceeding to 
approve the amendment. ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 35. 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

The Commission agrees that, in the limited context of ComEd’s CAP, there is 
little danger that actions taken by ComEd to solicit and retain the participation of ComEd 
supply customers in the pilot, to communicate with customers regarding service under 
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Rider AMP-CA and its experimental rate designs, and to provide information to retail 
customers in connection with the pilot will cause competitive harm – as long as 
customers are not actively discouraged from switching to competitive supply.  
Therefore, ComEd’s request is granted on the condition that ComEd amend its IDC 
Implementation Plan, in an informational compliance filing in this docket, to reflect the 
above language, including the last sentence suggested by Staff. 

7. ICEA Issues 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

ComEd, in its reply brief, with respect to its IDC waiver request, points out that it 
has already agreed to Staff’s suggestion to amend it IDC Implementation Plan and that 
that should address ICEA’s concerns in that regard.  With respect to ICEA’s other 
specific requests, however, ComEd points to what it claims to be a complete lack of 
record evidence supporting those requests. 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

We believe that ICEA’s requests with respect to ComEd’s IDC waiver request are 
adequately addressed in subsection 6, above.  With respect to ICEA’s other requests, 
we find that ICEA failed to introduce any record evidence to support those claims.  
Specifically, we note that ICEA’s did not raise in testimony its specific request to require 
ComEd to affirmatively advise all customers in the AMI footprint of their electric supply 
options.  Had it done so, other evidence would have been developed about whether 
there is any potential difficulty in ascertaining exactly what each customer’s competitive 
options are, about the costs of that effort, and about whether such messaging might be 
more confusing than helpful when included in messaging concerning AMI.   

The same is true with respect to ICEA’s request concerning CAP incentives and 
IHDs of CAP participants who switch to RES supply.  Similarly, ICEA points to no record 
evidence supporting its claim that IHD subsidies should be made available to RESs or 
other third parties or its claim that the hold harmless provision is anti-competitive 
(especially given that IHDs are only being distributed as part of the pilot).  Given the fact 
that each of these provisions will involve a few hundred customers at most, and without 
any record evidence to the contrary, we have no basis for concluding that any aspect of 
the CAP involves a significant threat to competitive electric supply in Illinois. 

Finally, ICEA again fails to point to anything in the record to support its request to 
link the CAP to ComEd’s implementation of certain provisions of section 16-118 of the 
PUA.  Certainly, there is nothing in the statutory language itself that requires such a link. 

In light of the above, we deny ICEA’s requests. 
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II. Rider AMP 

A. Uncontested Issues 

1. Expenses Incurred Prior to Effectiveness of Rider AMP 

ComEd agrees with Staff witness Ms. Hathhorn’s recommendation to amortize 
the customer application O&M expenses incurred prior to the effective date of the rider 
over a three-year period (Staff Ex. 2.0 at 6-7).  ComEd also agrees with the proposed 
tariff language to revise Rider AMP.  Fruehe Dir., ComEd Ex. 15.0 at 3.  The 
Commission finds Staff’s recommendation reasonable. 

2. Offsetting of Rider AMP Costs With Revenues from Devices 

ComEd agrees with Ms. Hathhorn’s recommendation to include the revenues 
associated with the IHD, Advanced IHDs and PCTs as a reduction to the charges 
associated with Rider AMP (Staff Ex. 2.0, 7-8).  However, ComEd witness Mr. Fruehe 
testifies that the language Ms. Hathhorn proposes in her direct testimony to revise Rider 
AMP does not fully capture this change. He recommended that the annual reconciliation 
also needs to be revised.  Thus, ComEd recommends that corresponding language also 
be added to the definition of Actual Authorized Incremental Costs, AIncExp, on 1st 
Revised Sheet No. 236.  See Fruehe Dir., ComEd Ex. 15.0, 4:68-73 for recommended 
language.  Staff does not object to ComEd’s proposed language.  Staff Int. Br. at 10.  
The Commission finds Staff’s proposal as revised by ComEd reasonable. 

3. Expansion of Rider for ARRA Programs 

ComEd has withdrawn its original proposal seeking approval of revisions to Rider 
AMP beyond those required to implement ComEd’s AMI technology and customer 
applications pilot alone.  Those revisions, designed to facilitate other projects funded 
under the American Recvery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, were stricken by the ALJ 
on the grounds that they were not properly raised in this Docket.  On September 10, 
2009, we denied ComEd’s Petition for Interlocutory Review.  However, we made clear 
that Docket No. 09-0407, where the same proposal was made, should be decided this 
calendar year.  Therefore, no decision is necessary from the Commission in this 
proceeding on this issue. 

B. Contested Issues 

1. Rider Recovery 

Other Parties 

ComEd Reply 

The IIEC argument that recovery of AMI Pilot costs is improper should be 
rejected because it has been addressed by the Commission and, at least insofar as AMI 
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costs are concerned, and rejected by its decision in Docket No. 07-0566 to approve 
Rider AMP.  ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 12.  For the reasons that ComEd has previously 
established, Dr. Hemphill states that allowing cost recovery through a rider is the only 
effective means of allowing ComEd the opportunity to recover costs in this circumstance 
and Rider AMP contains strong protections against the possibility that costs recovered 
through the rider could be excessive or result in ComEd, in the aggregate, over-earning 
on its investments.  Id.   

Dr. Hemphill also addresses IIEC witness Mr. Stephens argument that rider 
recovery is not appropriate for costs that are, in Mr. Stephens view, “relatively modest, 
predictable and controllable ….”  Id. at 12-13  Apart from the Commission’s prior 
rejection of his views, and what Dr. Hemphill understands to be Illinois courts’ rejection 
of a similar claim, Dr. Hemphill states that Mr. Stephens is wrong as a matter of rate 
policy.  Id.  Costs that are significant (as these are), unpredictable, and uncontrollable 
are appropriate for rider recovery not because there is some magic in those conditions, 
but because costs that meet those conditions are unlikely to be effectively recoverable 
through general rates, even if prudentially incurred and reasonable.  Id.  However, those 
are not the only circumstances where a rider is required.  Dr. Hemphill explains for 
example, the fundamental guarantee that utilities must have an opportunity to recover 
their prudent and reasonable costs of service is thwarted if a rider is prohibited.  Id.  
Because of the unique features of the Pilot – its speed, its experimental nature, and the 
uncertainty as to whether these many of these costs will ever be reflected in any 
general rate case test year – ComEd is not guaranteed recovery of these prudent and 
reasonable costs  in the absence of a rider. 

Dr. Hemphill disagrees with the argument that parties in Docket 07-0566 did not 
have the opportunity to comment on Rider AMP when it was filed with the Commission 
in January 2009.  ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 13.  First, he notes that parties fully litigated the 
issue, i.e., providing recovery of otherwise unrecoverable costs through a rider, in 
Docket No. 07-0566.  Id.  Dr. Hemphill explains that the only event that occurred after 
the Order in that docket was ComEd’s filing of a tariff that complied with the Order and 
no one argued that Rider AMP was or is out of compliance in any way.  Id.  Second, if 
the IIEC did actually believe that Rider AMP was out of compliance, then IIEC was free 
to either (1) lodge a protest with the Commission prior to the tariff being placed on file; 
or (2) file a complaint thereafter.  Id.   

Further in its initial brief, ComEd noted that the Commission very recently 
analyzed the legal precedent regarding the its authority to approve riders in the North 
Shore Gas Company / The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (“North Shore / 
Peoples Gas”) rate cases when considering proposed Rider VBA.  North Shore Gas 
Co., ICC Docket Nos. 07-0241/07-0242 (cons.) (Final Order, February 5, 2008), at 138-
153.  Further, in its 07-0566 Order, the Commission stated “Without restating that 
analysis [in Docket No. 07-0241/0242 (cons.)], it is clear that we have the authority to 
adopt the rider mechanism in proper situations and under circumstances that are lawful 
and reasonable.  In fact, smart grid may be just the sort of investment that is 
appropriately recovered through a rider.”  07-0566 Order at 137-38. 
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Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

The Commission already has addressed this issue in our Order in Docket No. 07-
0566.  For all the same reasons we stated in our Order in Docket No. 07-0566, we 
approve rider recovery of the AMI capital costs.   

2. Recovery of Costs of Customer Application Plan 

ComEd 

ComEd witness Ross Hemphill testifies that all participants in the electric 
stakeholder process in Illinois will gain value from the proposed customer applications 
study.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 24.  All customers will benefit through our learning what works 
and doesn’t work with respect to pricing, products, and programs to encourage 
conservation and demand response.  Id.  He adds that customers who choose to 
participate in future programs resulting from this research will benefit directly.  Mr. 
Hemphill states that even those customers who never participate in anything other than 
currently available rates and programs will benefit in the long-run as workable 
conservation and demand response programs can lower the overall cost of electricity.  
Id.  Further, he testifies that those suppliers who currently serve retail customers, or 
plan to serve retail customers in the future, will benefit from this research as it gives 
them a step forward in identifying what works and doesn’t work in this market.  Id.   

Dr. Hemphill testifies that piloting these applications will cause ComEd to incur 
approximately $12.6 million of additional operating expenses and approximately $2.2 
million of additional capital investment costs.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 40  Those operating 
expense are purely incremental; they do not include the costs of existing resources or 
resources that ComEd would pay for regardless and that would be devoted to other 
activities.  Id.  Unlike the capital costs, those operating expenses are not recoverable 
under Rider AMP.  Nor would they ever be recovered in ComEd’s rates unless they 
happened to coincide with a rate case test year.  Id.  Those costs are, moreover, 
extraordinary and result directly from a special program that ComEd proposes to 
undertake in order to benefit customers.   

Further, Dr. Hemphill testifies that because of factors including ComEd’s financial 
condition (ComEd continues to fall short of its authorized return) and other demands 
placed on ComEd’s existing resources, ComEd simply cannot agree to implement a 
pilot of AMI customer applications in the absence of recovery of its reasonable and 
prudent incremental operating expenses through the amended rider AMP.  ComEd Ex. 
1.0 at 41.  He adds that these costs cannot be offset against savings because the 
customer applications pilot will produce no savings.  Id. at 42.  Unlike the pilot of the 
AMI technologies itself, that may create modest savings along with added costs, piloting 
customer applications generates no savings in manpower, equipment, distribution 
operations, information services, billing, or any other component of our expenses.  Any 
resulting savings in ComEd’s wholesale energy supply costs, too, are already returned 
to customers under existing procurement rates.  Id.   
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Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

Dr. Hemphill testifies that absent ComEd’s proposed changes to Rider AMP, 
ComEd will not fully recover its costs.  ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 15.  The customer applications 
being piloted will produce no operational savings to ComEd. The financial benefits will 
all flow directly to customers. Absent recovery under Rider AMP, operating expenses 
incurred in the pilot would be unrecoverable.  Moreover, absent the Rider the first 
opportunity to recover incremental capital costs will occur when ComEd files its next 
rate case; costs before the test year in that case will be lost.  ComEd cannot reasonably 
be expected to invest capital in discretionary projects, even beneficial ones, if it must 
expend significant resources in advance with no assurance of cost recovery.  Id.  He 
notes that this is especially true when, as here, the AG and AARP are already attacking 
those projects. ComEd cannot reasonably be expected to invest in the Pilot “on spec,” 
especially in the face of such a challenge to cost recovery.  Id.  

Dr. Hemphill testifies that the Commission should reject Staff’s recommendation 
of a 10% Cap.  First , Dr. Hemphill states that ComEd believes its cost forecast is 
accurate and we have no intention of overspending.  ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 25.  However, 
he notes that costs for pilots do vary for entirely appropriate reasons, such as with the 
number of customers participating, a factor that is necessarily somewhat uncertain here 
as participation rates are a variable being studied.  Id.  But, Dr. Hemphill states that 
should ComEd spend materially more than forecast, for whatever reason, ComEd 
understands that our spending will come under even greater scrutiny and if our 
spending was unreasonable, it will be disallowed.  The result of the existing process is 
that only appropriate costs are recovered.  But, to arbitrarily set an absolute cap on rider 
recoveries means that even if exceeding the estimate was absolutely the appropriate 
thing to do, and even if every penny of the total cost was reasonable, ComEd will be 
denied recovery.  Id.  Dr. Hemphill concludes that the Commission retains authority to 
review all of ComEd’s expenditures.  He states that it is that review, not a cap, that 
could foreclose appropriate spending, is the proper check on unreasonable costs.  Id. 
Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

Having approved ComEd’s Customer Applications Plan earlier in this Order, the 
Commission must now decide whether Rider AMP should be revised to allow recovery 
of the O&M expenses related to this plan.  ComEd argues that it is not reasonable or 
practical for ComEd to absorb these costs, for much the same reason as it was not 
reasonable or practical for ComEd to absorb AMI technology costs.  Moreover, ComEd 
will not receive any operational benefits as a result of the customer applications pilot.  
For those reasons, we agree that, unless ComEd files a rate case, these costs will go 
unrecovered.  The Commission, therefore, finds that ComEd cannot reasonably be 
expected to invest in discretionary projects, even beneficial ones, if it must expend 
significant resources in advance with no assurance of cost recovery.  Therefore, the 
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Commission approves expansion of Rider AMP to allow ComEd to recover its costs.  
Further, Staff’s 10% cap proposal might be appropriate if ComEd were free, once the 
Pilot was approved, to spend without further oversight.  But, that is not the case; 
because the Commission retains control over and will review the reasonableness all of 
ComEd’s expenditures, regardless of whether or not the costs are more or less than the 
amount forecasted.  The Commission agrees with Dr. Hemphill that review, not a cap 
that could foreclose appropriate spending, is the proper check on unreasonable costs.  
For this reason, a cap is not necessary.   

3. Amortization Period of Regulatory Asset 

ComEd 

ComEd witness Mr. Martin Furehe testifies that in Docket No. 07-0566, the 
Commission approved Rider AMP for the purposes of implementing the AMI pilot 
program, including establishing a regulatory asset for the costs related to the meters 
that are retired as part of the AMI Pilot.  ComEd Ex. 5.0 at 4.  He notes that the Order 
left for determination in this docket the amortization period over which those costs will 
be recovered.  Id.  Mr. Fruehe recommends that the regulatory asset be amortized over 
a 10-year period.  Id. at 5.  He testifies that a ten-year amortization period balances two 
competing interests.  Mr. Fruehe states that for ComEd, a shorter amortization period, 
such as one or two years, provides greater certainty of recovery of the remaining value 
of prudently incurred and reasonable costs that should be recovered through rates.  
However, for customers, the shorter the recovery period the larger the impact on rates.  
Thus, Mr. Fruehe states that a ten year period strikes the appropriate balance of these 
two interests: it affords ComEd more certainty of recovery and it spreads recovery of 
costs over a longer period of time thus lessening the impact on customer rates.  Id. at 5-
6  Additionally, he adds that the shorter the amortization period, the lower the likelihood 
of any inter-generational cost shifting.  

Additionally, Mr. Fruehe testifies that based upon the depreciation study 
completed by ComEd in December 2008 and filed with the Commission in January 
2009, the remaining life of the meters was 14.69 years at the time the study was 
completed.  Id at 7.  He notes that at December 31, 2009, the meters to be replaced will 
have aged another year and the remaining life will be less than 14.69 years.  Thus, a 
reasonable estimation would be 13.69 years.  Id.  Mr. Fruehe believes that this provides 
further support for the 10-year amortization period.  ComEd noted that Staff did not 
object to the 10-year amortization period.  Id. at 5.   
Other Parties 
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ComEd Reply 

Mr. Fruehe disagrees with the AG/AARP proposal to amortize the regulatory 
asset over thirteen years.  ComEd Ex. 15.0 at 5.  Mr. Fruehe explains that in this 
proceeding, ComEd is asking the Commission to establish a recovery period for the 
meters retired prematurely due to the AMI pilot.  Id.  ComEd is not requesting that the 
Commission approve a recovery period, or set a precedent for other regulatory assets 
that may be created should the Commission approve full AMI deployment or other smart 
grid investments.  Id.  Mr. Fruehe explains that the remaining lives of meters, or other 
equipment, that may be retired as a result of a Commission approved full AMI 
deployment or other smart grid investments are likely to change from the numbers 
presented in this proceeding and thus the associated regulatory asset amortization 
period(s) may be different.  Id.   

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

Based on the review of the evidence, the Commission finds that the regulatory 
asset related to the retired meters associated with ComEd’s AMI pilot should be 
amortized over a 10-year period.  The Commission believes that it strikes the 
appropriate balance of the customer interests and the utility interests. 

4. Inclusion of Incentive Compensation in Rider AMP Charges 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

In response to Staff’s proposal to eliminate incentive compensation costs from 
Rider AMP Charges, ComEd witness Mr. Fruehe testifies that Staff fails to mention that 
the Commission has approved recovery of incentive compensation related to 
operational metrics in ComEd’s two most recent delivery service rate cases, ICC Docket 
No. 07-0566 and ICC Docket No. 05-0597.  ComEd Ex. 15.0 at 4.  He notes that in its 
decision in the 07-0566 Order, however, the Commission did require only the exclusion 
of incentive compensation costs associated with ComEd’s net income goal.  Mr. Fruehe 
explains that this requirement is an issue currently on appeal of the Commission’s order 
in Docket No. 07-0566, and ComEd would certainly comply with the outcome of that 
appeal in the calculation of Rider AMP charges.  Id.  If the Commission is inclined to 
require the exclusion of any incentive compensation from the calculations, then ComEd 
suggests that the Commission require that the calculations for Rider AMP be done 
consistent with its order in Docket No. 07-0566, pending the outcome of the appeal of 
that decision.  Id.  Mr. Fruehe testifies that if the Commission were to allow recovery of 
incentive compensation costs in Rider AMP that it does not prejudge the Commission’s 
ability to approve (1) the reasonableness of such costs in a Rider AMP reconciliation 
and (2) the recoverability of ComEd’s incentive compensation costs in a general rate 
proceeding.  Id. at 5 
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Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

The Commission has found that incentive compensation costs (except those 
related to the net income goal) are prudent and reasonable costs.  Therefore, the 
Commission finds that these costs should be included in the Rider AMP charges.  
However, the Commission notes that approval or disapproval in this proceeding does 
not prejudge the Commission’s ability to approve (1) the reasonableness of such costs 
in a Rider AMP reconciliation and (2) the recoverability of ComEd’s incentive 
compensation costs in a general rate proceeding. 

III. Rate Design Issues 

Other Parties 

 

ComEd Reply 

In its Initial brief, ComEd argues that it has not changed the basic structure of the 
Rider AMP charge approved in the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 07-0566 Order 
over the objections of certain parties, including IIEC, Metra and CTA, that it did not 
appropriately allocate costs in light in relation to their view of the potential anticipated 
benefits. Further, ComEd argues that the claim of IIEC, Metra, and CTA that they will 
not benefit from the Pilot is not accurate. Specifically, ComEd claims that AMI and the 
Smart Grid applications that it supports benefit all customers, including railroads and 
large customers, by enabling reliability improvements, increasing the potential for 
demand response and energy efficiency, and allowing ComEd to better and more 
efficiently manage its system. ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 34. In its brief, ComEd also states that, 
if Commission now reconsiders and concludes that the cost allocation scheme of Rider 
AMP should be revisited in light of the Pilot’s focus, ComEd would not object to the 
implementation proposal of Staff witness Mr. Peter Lazare. 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

We conclude that, because this is truly a pilot designed to provide information 
about the potential costs and benefits of certain aspects of Smart Grid, the potential 
benefits cannot be isolated to particular groups of customers.  Therefore, we believe 
that ComEd’s percentage of revenues allocation is the most appropriate way to recover 
costs in this context.  We note, however, that this is not to say that a different method 
may be appropriate for the recovery of the cost of future deployment of Smart Grid 
features. 

IV. FINDINGS AND ORDERING PARAGRAPHS 

The Commission, having considered the entire record herein and being fully 
advised in the premises, is of the opinion and finds that: 
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(1) Commonwealth Edison Company is an Illinois corporation engaged in the 
retail sale and delivery of electricity to the public in Illinois, and is a “public 
utility” as defined in Section 3-105 of the Public Utilities Act and an 
“electric utility” as defined in Section 16-102 of the Public Utilities Act; 

 
(2) the Commission has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter 

herein; 
 
(3) the recitals of fact and conclusions of law reached in the prefatory portion 

of this Order are supported by the evidence of record, and are hereby 
adopted as findings of fact and conclusions of law; 

 
(4) The AMI Pilot, as describe herein, deploying 141,000 meters in the I-290 

Corridor in the Maywood Operating Center, the City of Chicago, the City of 
Elgin, and the Village of Tinley Park is approved. 

 
(5) The selection of Silver Springs Networks as vendor of the AMI Network is 

approved. 
 
(6)  The Customer Application Plan, Rider AMP-CA, as described herein, is 

approved. 
 
(7)  Rider AMP as revised to include (a) the recovery of the Operating and 

Maintenance expenses related to the Customer Application Plan and (b) 
the recover of Smart Grid projects is approved. 

 
(8)  ComEd is granted a limited waiver of IDC rules. 
 
(9) ComEd is authorized to place into effect tariff sheets designed to 

implement the Rider AMP and Rider AMP-CA as authorized in this Order; 
 
(10) new tariff sheets authorized to be filed by this Order should reflect an 

effective date not less than three (3) days after the date of filing, with the 
tariff sheets to be corrected, if necessary, within that time period; and  

 
(11) the new tariffs sheets noted in Finding (9) above should be filed within ___ 

days from the date of this Order. 
 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the Illinois Commerce Commission that the 

tariff sheets filed by Commonwealth Edison Company on XXXXXX, are hereby 
permanently canceled and annulled, effective at such time as the new tariff sheets 
approved herein become effective by virtue of this Order. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Commonwealth Edison Company is authorized 
to file, within ___ days from the date of this Order, new tariff sheets with supporting 
workpapers in accordance with Findings XXXXX and XX of this Order, applicable to 
service furnished on and after the effective date of said tariff sheets, and is granted a 
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variance to the tariff sheet numbering requirements contained in 83 Ill. Admin. Code 
§255.30(c). 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any motions, petitions, objections, and other 
matters in this proceeding which remain unresolved are disposed of consistent with the 
conclusions herein. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, subject to the provisions of Section 10-113 of 
the Public Utilities Act and 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.880, this Order is final; it is not subject 
to the Administrative Review Law. 

By Order of the Commission this ____ day of November, 2009. 

 
        (SIGNED) CHARLES E. BOX 
         Chairman 
 
 

 


